
KEYPOINTS

New built-in UPC 2000 line doubler 
(optional)

Progressive DVD ready with component 
input

Wide choice of inputs
2 output power supply to control 
motorised screens

Elegant design with rear cover to hide 
the cables

SVP420 HBSVP420 HB NEW
Premier Design for Premiere Perfomances



A superior technical specification and stylish design
combined to create a unique mix of performance
and elegance. The SIM2 SVP 420 HB  offers the
ultimate in high quality large screen viewing 
experience; for an image quality only available from
CRT technology. 

The SVP 420 HB features the high resolution Delta TAC 4 lenses for a high
performance, but cost effective, home theatre system. Also, the SVP 420
HB features (optional) the latest SIM2's Up Converter (UPC 2000). By
using gold-plated edge connectors to the
main board, the UPC 2000 provides superior
PAL/SECAM/NTSC signals by doubling the
lines or doubling the field (100Hz).

The projector use a DTI digital circuit to
increase colour resolution, and a COMB filter
to reduce cross colour / cross luminance. It is
also equipped with a noise reduction system,
a specific circuitry to enhance the dynamic
focus, hue control (for NTSC) and sharpness
control. Software controlled for convergence

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

and set up, both performed by remote control; all the projector parameters
(set up configuration, image aspect ratios including 4/3, 16/9 anamorphic or
widescreen, scan frequencies) can be selected, copied, moved and saved in
up to 25 different memory banks.

The SVP 420 HB offers
a comprehensive range
of inputs - RGB+Sync,
Y-Cr-Cb (component
input), VGA, S-VHS,
Video 1 and Video 2
through SCART socket,
BNC's, mini-DIN 4 pin
and DB9 connector - all selectable by remote control.
With the SDV52 A200 picture settings are simplicity itself. Mechanical
regulations range from ready-to-go simplicity to a total of six different
adjustments.

PROJECTION 
CRT: Three new 7" high resolution, high brightness CRTs
Lenses: 3 DELTA TAC 4 hybrid lenses, focal length 135 mm, F-number f/1.0 at
infinity
Resolution: More than 700 TV-lines
Brightness: 900 peak white lumens (140 Ansi lumens)
Picture size: 60"-250" diagonal, screen width 122 cm - 58 cm
Installation: either floor or ceiling mounted (ceiling bracket supplied), front or rear
projection

ELECTRONICS
Horizontal scan frequency: 15-16 KHz and 30-32 KHz autolock
Vertical scan frequency: 38 - 150 Hz autolock
Bandwidth: 20 MHz
Dynamic focus: Horizontal and vertical
Masking: Horizontal and vertical masking adjustable by remote control
Colour system: quad standard (PAL, SECAM, NTSC 4.43 and 3.58) automati-
cally switched
Convergence type: Digital convergence with 17 adjustments
Cut-Off: automatic to improve colour temperature stability
Colour temperature: 3200°K, 6500°K, 9300°K, plus one user choice selectable
and adjustable by remote control (6500°K factory preset)
Keystone elimination: Up to 20°
Test pattern: Eight internal test pattern

INPUTS/OUTPUTS
RGB Input 1: via 5 x BNCs
RGB Input 2: via SCART
YCrCb input: via 3 x BNC

VIdeo Input 1: via BNC or SCART 
Video Input 2: via BNC
S-VHS Input 1: via mini DIN 4-pin 
Serial Interface: via D-sub 15 pin;
Control of external devices: by 2 power jack outputs with 12 Volt DC, 10
mA max

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Information: On screen display by remote control
Input voltage: 110-240 Vac 48-62 Hz 
Power consumption: 200 Watt max; stand-by consumption: 6 Watt
Dimensions (WxHxD): 620 x 290 x 700 mm
Packaging Dimensions (WxHxD): 800 x 490 x 880 mm 
Net weight: 35 Kg (77 lbs)
Shipping weight: 46,5 Kg (102 lbs)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
Up-converter (built-in): for line doubling, field doubling for both progressive
and interlaced signals.
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